In order to reduce costs and gain competitive advantages, many companies are offering web services that enable software components to be accessed by their customers and trading partners over the internet. With the latest advances in mobile computing and communication technologies, web services are increasingly used to expose functionalities of many legacy systems so that more business-oriented mobile applications can be developed. In this paper, we first use a generic technical architecture. Then, we provide a classification matrix for grouping various mobile services. The architecture design of an m-service portal is proposed, followed by the description of an m-service prototype in support of e-procurement developed by the authors. Potential enhancement to the m-service portal using agent technology is also discussed. Finally, we suggest some further research issues of dynamic web services in the context of m-service portals and context-aware m-services.
It has been well recognised that a major challenge to IT architects and business organisations is to articulate the potential impact of web services and m-services on the development of information systems, IT infrastructures, and business processes. In this paper, we first introduce the concepts of web services and m-services, as well as their relationships. A matrix is used to classify m-service applications. Then, we propose a technical architecture of an m-service portal. A prototype e-procurement m-service is developed to exemplify the architecture. Next, an intelligent m-service architecture is presented to enhance the service searching and matching process. Finally, we discuss a few related research issues such as semantic web services and context-aware applications.
Web services
Web services provide a standard-based approach to implementing distributed components. They offer data and business logic services over standard protocols such as HTTP, XML, and SOAP over the internet. Gartner defines web services as "loosely coupled software components delivered over internet-based technologies [4] ". The term 'loosely coupled' implies that web services are independent of any programming languages, platforms, and object models. Using the ubiquitous and low-cost internet, web services can easily provide interoperable software functions over the intranet and the internet.
Web services are a set of standards to form a service-oriented architecture (SOA), as depicted in Figure 1 . This architecture models the interactions between three roles: service providers, service consumers, and service registries. The interactions involve service publishing, finding, and binding operations. Interfaces to a web service implementation are defined in the Web Services Description Language (WSDL). A web service provider can publish the URL of the WSDL file of a web service in a service registry, such as a public UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration) business registry. A web service requester (consumer) can search and retrieve the service description and the access point to the WSDL file of a service from a service registry. The WSDL file will be used to generate a client-side web service proxy. Then, the service consumer uses service description to bind with the web service. At the runtime, it sends a SOAP message to the service provider to invoke a specific method of the web service and receives a SOAP response. A SOAP message is an XML-based construct that includes an optional SOAP header and a mandatory SOAP body. Using web service standards, software components can be accessed by applications developed by business partners regardless of hardware, operating systems, and programming languages used. From a distributed computing perspective, web services consist of distributed and reusable software components that encapsulate discrete functionality semantically and are programmatically accessible via standard internet protocols. They can be used as a wrapper to expose functions of legacy systems to applications inside and outside enterprises, including mobile applications. Therefore, web services are viewed as a new middleware technology for building middle-tier software components that implement business functions and data access logics.
A technical infrastructure of m-services
In order to improve operational performance, enhance business processes, and increase productivity to remain competitive, mobile service providers are seeking cost-effective ways of integrating a variety of services into their mobile portals. The convergence of the internet and wireless technologies is enabling new services that people could never, until recently, have imagined. On July 17, 2000, the largest mobile phone operator in the USA, Verizon Wireless, launched an internet service called 'mobile web', in a bid to become the nation's largest wireless web service provider. It offers services including local information, search engine functions, shopping (through Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble), organiser functions, and e-mail service.
There are a number of emerging technologies and protocol enhancements designed to extend online services to users of mobile devices. New protocols such as WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) enable companies to design miniature websites specifically for mobile phones with small display screens and limited network bandwidth. These services need to be integrated as web services in order to provide interoperability, allowing users to link loosely coupled web service components to form composite services. The wireless application environment (WAE) supports interaction between wireless protocols (e.g., WAP and iMode), web applications, and wireless devices equipped with micro browsers capable of rendering web pages encoded in wireless markup languages such as WML and cHTML.
There are a variety of m-services applications. For example, a user may use a WAP-enabled phone to browse websites of movie theatres and order movie tickets. In the meanwhile, the web applications of movie theatres can deliver information about new releases or previews to mobile users through multimedia messaging service (MMS). With the widespread deployment of mobile devices and communication, mobile e-commerce (m-commerce) is becoming the next phase of electronic business. It is estimated by Gartner Group that at least 40% of B2C e-commerce will be initiated from smart phones supported by WAP in 2004. There has been some research on both theoretical and practical issues of m-commerce. For example, Varshney and Vetter [5] propose a framework for implementing mobile commerce applications. Other examples of m-services are mobile financial applications and context-aware tourist guide, where tourists carrying location-aware mobile devices can obtain relevant tour guide in real-time.
A number of benefits can be gained from m-services, including getting access to real-time information anytime and anywhere; providing faster responses to customer queries and needs, thus increasing customer satisfaction and reducing the cost; triggering business events and initiating business transactions from mobile devices to shorten the cycle time of core business processes; and enabling mobile access to obtain up-to-date intranet and extranet content and prevent data inconsistency. Figure 2 shows a generic technical architecture of m-services based on the past work of IT vendors and researchers [6] [7] [8] . On the client-side, mobile devices can consume web services via the following ways: • Mobile web clients. PDAs or web-enabled cell phones can use mini web browsers to access mobile web applications via wireless internet connection [9] . Mobile web applications are hosted on application servers and can consume web services on the server-side. They can invoke web services, integrate responses from these web services, and then return the consolidated results as web pages to mobile devices.
• Mobile local clients. Similar to traditional client-server applications, mobile local client applications run on mobile devices and connect to server components via a wireless local area network (WLAN). After receiving service requests, web services can deliver content in appropriate formats to mobile devices running m-service clients (i.e., SOAP clients) that are capable of processing web service responses locally. Data retrieved from servers can be stored in a local database on the mobile device or as XML files. As a result, mobile users can still work with the data while working offline. The Java community and Microsoft have provided tools and platforms for building such kind of fully functional web service clients on mobile devices. Such mobile devices need to have J2ME or .NET Compact Framework installed in order to run SOAP clients to consume web services deployed on the server side.
On the server side, web services are usually deployed on application servers. They are used as business-logic-layer software components in a multi-tier software architecture to provide computation and data access functions. They can interact with other web services distributed across the internet, as well as server-side components implemented as classes (e.g., Enterprise Java Bean or Microsoft COM components) within the same enterprise network. Mobile application server component provides a broad range of functions including content adaptation and notification.
• Content adaptation or transcoding services. Mobile devices may support different markup languages. Creating content in different formats for various mobile devices is very costly and impractical. There are server-based solutions, such as IBM's WebSphere Transcoding Publisher and Oracle 9i Wireless, that can dynamically translate and optimise web content and applications into several appropriate markup languages before delivering them to mobile devices. Microsoft takes a different approach by providing a programming tool, mobile information toolkit, to support development of mobile web applications in one code base. Therefore, programmers do not have to create separate content in different markup languages for various mobile devices.
• Notification services. Notification services provide data subscription and delivery mechanisms. Applications that use notification services can provide users with the needed information any time, empowering them to make timely and informed decisions. Users subscribe to these services by specifying triggering events for generating and sending notifications. Notifications will be sent to users' mobile devices as SMS (Short Message Service) or to their email accounts.
Classifications of m-services and business opportunities
In the context of m-services, web services can be viewed as an enabling technology that encapsulates business logics and data access mechanisms and exposes business functions to mobile clients. In this section, we will first present a classification matrix of m-services, and then discuss potential business opportunities.
Classification of m-services
M-services include services that can be consumed in either connected or disconnected mode by consumers or business applications [10] . Figure 3 presents a matrix that classifies m-services based on two dimensions: target users (consumers vs. business) and network connection (disconnected vs. connected). Disconnected applications can run in an offline mode. Data entered in the offline mode will be transferred and synchronised with the centrally stored data when mobile devices are connected to the network later on. E-mail service, calendar function, and contact information management serve as basic building blocks to m-services from all four quadrants in Figure 3 . For example, e-mail is an essential function in a mobile environment because it is often used in the context of business workflows in support of mission-critical enterprise applications. Web access, SMS, and MMS are basic services that help deliver other value-added m-services in the connected mode. Business-oriented m-services in the connected mode include e-procurement, online price checking and ordering, shipping status tracking, and so on. These m-services can be used to integrate mobile applications with legacy systems or ERP systems.
Business opportunities for m-services
Mobile computing technology helps make the right information available to the right person for performing critical business activities regardless of time and location. Mobile applications can be developed in several strategic areas to support employees, customers, and trading partners. M-service applications directly used by employees include horizontal applications related to personal information management and e-mail service. Vertical mobile applications provide direct support for enterprise applications such as sales force automation, field work automation, inventory control, warehouse management, and logistics. M-commerce offers many business opportunities [11] . Wireless content delivery service is a critical element of m-commerce. Popular content-oriented m-commerce applications are financial news delivery, stock portfolio tracking, stock quote checking, and telephone directory assistance. Marketing applications in m-commerce may automatically alert users of special sales at nearby shops based on their locations and interests. Transaction-oriented m-commerce such as trading stocks often requires immediate action even when people are traveling [12] . M-commerce applications usually include micro-payment mechanisms that allow mobile users to pay for products purchased from vending machines or to buy tickets through mobile devices.
Businesses should also be aware of the difficulties while using m-services [13] . M-services should be designed and implemented in such a manner that much fewer steps and data entry efforts are required to complete a transaction. Providing context-aware m-services may reduce data entry operations for the mobile user in areas such as supply chain management [14] . Using location-based m-services to advertise sales information to customers at the proximity of stores may attract more customers and increase the revenue [15, 16] . Innovations in B2C mobile applications can be found in some vertical industries such as retailing [17] . Providing mobile web access for a B2B exchange, which allows users to submit bids through their mobile devices and receive alerts of new bids, seems to be a promising application.
An m-service portal

The architecture of an m-service portal
A web portal is an aggregation of heterogeneous web resources at a website to provide easy access to these resources. We propose an m-service portal architecture, as shown in Figure 4 , which integrates m-services to provide adaptive and personalised services and to accommodate the constraints of mobile devices. The architecture can potentially support all types of m-services discussed in Section 4. An m-service portal can be either consumer-oriented or business-oriented. The architecture of the proposed m-service portal consists of three major components:
• List manager maintains a personalised list of pre-configured m-services (e.g., frequently-used hyperlinks to various m-services) specified by mobile users. The list can be updated based on mobile users' access patterns by assigning higher scores to the most recently visited sites. It aims to reduce unnecessary data entry and search. The user can also use the List Manager to link to other m-service portals such as:
• Google Wireless WebSearch. It allows users to search not only the 'Mobile web' created specifically for mobile devices, but also the entire World Wide Web.
• MSN Mobile. It provides mobile internet services similar to MSN services to users of mobile devices. Those services include e-mail, weather information, sports, news, personalised MSN alerts, as well as MSN Messenger.
• Profiler is responsible for storing personal information and preferences such as financial profiles, health and insurance profiles, information needs (such as scores of sports games and local weather), message delivery preference for consumer-oriented m-services, and properties of mobile devices that users have (for customised content presentation) [18] . Business rules can be integrated into business-oriented m-services such as e-procurement. The management of profiles and preferences can be implemented using web services built upon external web service building blocks, so that the profiles and preferences can be easily shared with other m-service applications outside this m-service portal.
• Agency uses intelligent agent technologies to reduce unnecessary interaction between m-services and the mobile user. Based on users' information recorded in the Profiler, agents can proactively collect relevant services and information on behalf of users.
When an m-service is not found in the List Manager, the agent(s) can automatically search in the web service/m-service registries to identify appropriate services that satisfy users' needs. The semantic web services technology [19] can be incorporated into the design and implementation of the Agency.
There are three other essential elements that interact with the m-service portal. The first one is a set of building-block web services. They are common basic web services required by most m-service applications. Some software vendors and third party developers (e.g., Microsoft and Oracle) have been developing 'foundation' web services as building blocks for complicated web service-based applications. Typical building blocks for m-services include the single sign-on service supporting user authentication, the alert service providing automatic message delivery, micro-billing services that track transactions made by mobile users, and the GIS (Geographic Information System) mapping service supporting the development of location-based services.
The second element is m-service registries that contain a list of services published by m-service providers. The UDDI standard can be used to implement m-service registries. Current public distributed UDDI Business Registry nodes are maintained by companies such as IBM and Microsoft. Services registered at different nodes are synchronised on a daily basis. Therefore, a web service provider only needs to publish their services in one of the distributed registries that are listed at www.UDDI.org. The UDDI standard is too broad in its definition of 'Services' and does not provide enough semantics to support effective m-service search. We envision that several vertical UDDI-based registries designed to support m-services in a variety of industries (e.g., travel, finance, and entertainment) will emerge to complement existing public UDDI registries.
The third element is a group of m-service providers that develop and host m-services particularly useful for mobile users. They are likely to deploy mobile application servers with transcoding services, which enable the information delivered by web services to be consumed by mobile devices' micro browsers directly instead of by local web service clients.
A prototype of an e-procurement m-service portal
This section describes an e-procurement m-service prototype that we have developed in the context of the m-service portal. This m-service allows purchasing personnel to inquire product prices from suppliers and to place an order from a mobile device connected to the internet. This e-procurement m-service application allows employees to replenish an inventory while they are checking it in a warehouse.
In the application, each supplier listed in a private web service registry needs to implement two web services: QueryPrice (price checking) and ProductOrdering. Both web services can be implemented with any programming language and run on any platform. They are used by an e-procurement m-service for buying products from suppliers. The e-procurement m-service is built with ASP.NET and Microsoft Mobile Internet Toolkit (MMIT). MMIT supports the development of mobile web applications and provides a context adaptation function capable of rendering generated content dynamically in support of different standards such as WML and cHTML to mobile devices. This m-service prototype is developed in Visual Studio .NET and deployed in the .NET Framework environment.
Openwave Mobile Browser Simulator is used to test the prototype system. A play-by-play description of an e-procurement m-service scenario and operations performed behind the scene are described as follows. Figure 5(a) shows the homepage of the m-service portal with links to its three major functions. The mobile browser is used to present content that is dynamically generated and rendered in WML. A user selects the List Manager by pressing the button below a softkey labelled as 'List'. A list of frequently used m-services and a 'Managing list' link that allows user to configure the listing of m-services will then be displayed, as shown in Figure 5(b) . If a user selects the e-procurement m-service, he or she can enter a product ID and then choose Check Price link to activate the dynamic price checking function, as illustrated in Figure 5 (c), to inquire the prices of this product from a number of qualified suppliers. We added a web reference to the URL of the WSDL file of the QueryPrice web service provided by a supplier and referred to it as QueryPrice locally. A client-side web service proxy is then generated. The price checking function (i.e., CheckAll ( ) in Table 1 ) that calls the QueryPrice web services implemented by all qualified suppliers performs the following tasks: • An instance, myQueryPrice, of that web service is declared (Line 3 in Table 1 ).
• A private directory is used to store the URLs of WSDL files for web services published by suppliers. The WSDL files defining the QueryPrice web services are retrieved from the directory (Line 15-17).
• The retrieved WSDL files are used to instantiate the QueryPrice web service of each qualified supplier via dynamic binding (Line 18). The Check method of this web service is then invoked using product ID as a parameter (Line 19). Product IDs of each supplier are stored in an internal Supplier-Product database table.
• The result of a price inquiry contains the product price, quantity of the product on hand, and an estimated delivery time (in hours). It is stored as a record (i.e., ProductSupplierRow) in the ProductSupplier table (Line 25-27) in an in-memory DataSet called DSProductSupplier1. The ProductSupplier table is bound to ObjectList, a data-ware mobile form control for displaying data. The rendering of pricing information from all suppliers is handled by an instance of ObjectList as illustrated in Figure 5 After price quotes from all qualified suppliers are returned, the user can select a price. Then a page with a link to detailed information and a link to the ProductOrdering service will be displayed (see Figure 5(e) ). The user can press the BCK button to go back to the previous page. If the Detail link is selected from the Figure 5 (e), the detailed product-offering page will be displayed (see Figure 5(f) ). After checking all the details including price, delivery commitment, and availability provided by suppliers, the purchasing personnel can either call a selected supplier to place an order via the cell phone, or invoke an ordering method of the ProductOdering web service provided by the supplier to place an order online. The e-procurement m-service uses two standardised web services for dynamic price checking and ordering at runtime. If companies want to join the e-procurement system as suppliers, they need to implement these two web services using the same method names and signatures in accordance with the WSDL files. The e-procurement system administrator only needs to add new entries for WSDL files to the private directory in order to make their services available. No change to the application source code is required.
Intelligent m-services
A combination of web services and intelligent agents is expected to re-shape the future service industries by encouraging the federation of workforces among organisations. Distributed heterogeneous intelligent agents can interact with each other in various ways such as peer-to-peer and agent-mediated manners [20] .
To further enhance the Agency component in the m-service portal, we propose an architecture for intelligent m-service agency as depicted in Figure 6 . It includes a variety of coordinated agents, such as personal agents and composition agents that interact with other major components in the m-service portal such as the Profiler, as well as external m-service registries and m-services. • Personal agents facilitate service discovery and use. When a user requests for a new service, he only needs to authenticate his credentials with his personal agent. The personal agent can automatically acquire his personal information from the Profiler and then provide it to appropriate service providers. In addition, the personal agent can dynamically update user's profile based on his recent requests. If the personal agent finds that the user is requesting a previously consumed service, the agent can automatically retrieves his prior access information and preferences/constraints for that service. If the requested service is new, the personal agent will update the corresponding profiles.
• Composition agents search and aggregate multiple m-services before returning them to a personal agent. Several advantages can be gained from the use of composition agents [21] . In the intelligent m-service agency architecture, composition agents provide the capability of creating new services by reusing existing ones. They also allow personal agents to focus on maintaining requesters' profiles and retrieving services.
It is well recognised that intelligent agents are characterised with automation and pro-activation. As long as a user specifies his/her service interest in a requester profile, the agents can take the initiative to search for information about relevant services. Agents can notify the user whenever the requested service is available. Moreover, they can support the mobility and implementation of service models. The mobility offered by an agent-supported flexible infrastructure is capable of identifying and tracing mobile entities and adapting them to the changing network condition. However, mobility of agents in open environments requires an adequate level of security and the ability of handling system heterogeneity [22] .
Achieving the goal of combining agent technology and m-services presents many challenges, including semantic interoperability, agent-based collaboration, service customization, as well as automated and flexible service discovery and transaction across the network. One crucial challenge is to make services understandable by heterogeneous agents. Another challenge is to enable mapping between different annotations of web services. Both challenges can be boiled down to the issue of precise interpretation of web services, which is a necessary prerequisite for automatic web service discovery and composition. By using common semantics, a service annotation language can offer a high degree of flexibility and expressiveness. Adding semantics to service annotations can reduce ambiguity in interpreting service information and improve both quality and quantity of e-commerce transactions [19] . Driven by the demand of more effective web service discovery and composition, the necessity of developing standardised ontology and service profiles has been well recognized. The semantic web [23] provides an infrastructure to support a service description language that improves query matching, negotiation proposals and agreement, and advertisement [24] . Therefore, a mechanism needs to be established to:
• enhance the description and composition of web services (e.g., DAML-S [25] ) and the representation of users' profiles and preferences
• support the process of searching for m-services [19] .
Our e-procurement prototype can potentially be enhanced by incorporation of the semantic web. The composition of web services is better to be accomplished dynamically with declarative means (e.g., [26] ) rather than with procedural code. Domain-specific ontologies developed for individual industries and trading groups can support service interoperability and request-service matching. A profiler may benefit most from semantic web services in view of the number and variation of users' profiles. A standard representation of profilers may help not only discover web services, but also create user communities. Ultimately, users that share common profilers will be able to filter services collaboratively and contribute to profiler services collectively.
Discussion
M-services are still in a very early stage. They require dynamic web service interoperability in real-time to match web service availability, mobile device capability, preferences of individual users, wireless network bandwidth, and so on. Among many issues that remain to be fully investigated, a few of them are listed as follows:
• Platform interoperability. Since web services are normally heterogeneous entities, how to effectively connect and coordinate them to build integrated services is a critical issue [27] .
• Context-aware m-services. Traditional wireless applications lack the context data required to handle even relatively simple customisations, depriving wireless applications of the ability to handle desired social nuance and control of individuals. Context can be defined as any information that characterises a situation related to the interaction between humans, applications and the surrounding environment [28] . Typical examples of contextual features are location, time, speaker, hearer, other salient agents, and objects. Context-aware m-service delivery aim to offer the promise of significant user gains -an ability of a service to adapt to a changing environment automatically.
• Mobile client caching. Client caching refers to the ability of mobile clients to retain copies of data items locally once they have been obtained from the server. Caching of frequently accessed data will play an important role in m-services because of its ability to alleviate the problems of long transmission latency and unreliable networks during weak-connections and disconnections [29] .
• Security. End-to-end security between the internet and mobile devices is critical in m-commerce. Security channels between the client and the WAP gateway are supported by WTLS (Wireless Transport Layer Security), while the channel between the WAP gateway and web server is supported by TLS (Transport Layer Security). Translation between WTLS and TLS is executed at the WAP gateway. The WTLS specification does not provide this level of security. Therefore, how to develop a reliable solution for authenticating users across a wide variety of mobile devices and applications is critical.
In this paper, we have proposed an m-service portal architecture and exemplified it with an e-procurement m-service prototype. An intelligent m-service approach is introduced to improve the adaptability and flexibility of the m-service portal. We also discussed several issues that need to be further explored, such as the development of domain specific ontology, the implementation of intelligent m-services, and effective composition of web services. In most cases, users of mobile devices gain access to web services via a web service client (such as an HTTP-SOAP client). Web Services for Remote Portals (WSRP) is an emerging standard for building user-facing web services for portals [30] . Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) provides a standard way of specifying web service composition [31] . We will be exploring the integration of semantic web research with emerging web service standards such WSRP and BPEL4WS in the context of m-service portals. The preliminary evaluation has indicated that the proposed m-service portal provides adaptability, flexibility, and easy access to m-services for mobile workforces.
